„In early July 2003 Sir Shawcross died peacefully at his home in England. He was 101 years of age
at the time of his demise. He is proof that one does not pay for injustices committed during ones
lifetime, no matter how heinous. He lived in total peace off a tremendous government pension,
honored and respected by his peers, his country and the legal community in the English speaking
world. In reality what we have here is a murderer, who was hiding in a judicial robe, a murderer far
more evil and virulent than let’s say, a Charles Manson – type. He not only gave a speech, which as
a man in the highest government circles he had to know, was full of the worst wartime propaganda
and out-and-out lies, but he participated in the slaughter of men who had, for the most part done no
more than their duties, something he was well aware of. He let himself become part of the most vile
judicial proceedings known to man, a „Show Trial“, in which the outcome is pre-determined, in
which all rules of law are dispensed with, in which known perjured testimony is presented as fact,
in short he committed every crime against the law known to man, all hidden by ‚legalities‘ which
were no more legal, honest or forthright than the worst parts of the Salem witchcraft trials. The
Salem trials at least were held in an atmosphere of abject ignorance and superstition and the judges
deep down truly believed they were doing the correct thing. At Nurnberg however, the evil was so
monstrous, that it is an impossiblity that these men actually believed in their cause. They were, to a
man no more than thugs in legal robes, bent on murdering and torturing innocent men.
This self-same monster, Lord Shawcross, had plenty of time to reflect upon his actions and his
personal vileness, all in the comfort of butler-attended evenings in ‚The Club‘, that venerable
British institution were horrors in human form puke lies at each other, swilling French cognac and
smoking Cuban cigars at the expense of the English tax payers who are forever kept on the level of
brutal soccer hoodlums waving the Union Jack and mindlessly howling slogans when not beating
someone to a bloody pulp in true British fashion. As time went on, Shawcross began to fear for his
own existence, for his precious British club-life which he saw ominously threatened by Soviet
communism. Here’s what happened;
In a speech on March 16 1984, 38 years after the mass murders on the German government had
been committed under amongst others, his auspices at Nurmberg, he said:
Step by step, I have arrived at the conviction that the aims of Communism in Europe are sinister
and fatal.
(This is exactly what Adolf Hitler had stated as early as 1923! It took this British son of a bitch until
1984 to realize the same thing! It required the total absolute destruction of the greatest nation in
Europe, Germany and the mass murder , under the most unbelievably brutal conditions of
practically 25% of the German population for this rotten bastard to realize this basic truism!)
At the Nurnberg trials, I, together with my Russian colleagues condemned Nazi agression and
terror.
(This bastard talks about ‚Russian colleagues‘ and about Nazi aggression and terror, knowing fully
well that the Nazi’s ‚aggression‘ was no more than normal and justified defense and that their
‚terror‘ couldn’t hold a candle to the terror he and his godamned nation had wrought.)
I believe now that Hitler and the German people did not want war.
(No shit, Jack? Why didn’t you bastard read the diplomatic dispatches Hitler kept on sending to
your corrupt government?Why didn’t you pay attention to who said what to whom? And who
actually did what he said and promised?
But we (England) declared war on Germany, intent on destroying it, in accordance with our
principle of Balance of Power and we were encouraged by the ‚Americans‘ around Roosevelt.

(I hate to repeat myself, but again, No shit, Jack? It took you no good son of a bitch until 1984 to
realize England declared war, despite Hitler’s quasi desperate pleadings for peace?You could have
read that little tidbit of information in your own encyclopedia, you stupid bastard! It took you until
1984 to realize Germany wanted peace, after dozens of diplomatic dispatches to every government
in Europe throughout the 1930’s proclaimed exactly that?, after years and years of sincere efforts by
the Hitler government? Where the hell were you, you Eton-faggott? were you asleep inside of a
Jews colon like the rest of your degenerate nation? You were encouraged by „AMERICANS“
around Roosevelt? How about by Jews, you son of a bitch?, don’t you have the minimum amount of
courage necessary at this late stage in your life to call Jews Jews?You British mass-murderer know
damn well you are puking about JEWS!)
We ignored Hitler’s pleadings not to enter into war.
(See the above commenatry)
Now we are forced to realize Hitler was right.
(and this stupid ass was the British top dog in the legal profession!)
He offered us the co-operation of Germany; instead since 1945 we have been facing the immense
power of the Soviet empire. I feel ashamed and humiliated to see the aims we accused Hitler of, are
being relentlessly pursued now, only under a different label.
(Well, well now. After a totally unjustified slaughter of my nation this pig in human form feels
‚ashamed and humiliated‘, not because of the race-traitorous character of his country, but because
the commies fooled him, or so he claims. No Shawcross, no one fooled you. You and your whiskeysoaked British faggotts at #10 Downing Street knew all along. You are degenerates, you are the filth
of the western world, you are worse than the Jews and that is saying something! As Savitri Devi has
stated, you and your filthy governments can’t hold a candle to Hitler, because you can’t even say a
pitiful „I am sorry“ after you realize your degeneracy, your disonesty, your moral bankruptcy.
Shawcross, I for one hope you and your ‚colleagues‘ burn and roast in a special corner of Dante’s
Inferno)
1) It’s not that this bastard ever thought of the horrible immorality of what he had done.
2) Or that he ever consideredd making a clean sweep and saying something to the effect that he was
truly sorry for his actions.
3) Or that he exhonerated his innocent victims, restoring to them some semblance of honor.
Heavens no. Nothing like that.
4) Or that he exhonerated the German nation (even though, in a way he did, but then again he didn’t
really do it being typically laweresque and vague)
5) For that he lacked the courage, he lacked the backbone, he lacked the humnanity he lacked the
decency. After all, he was a British judge, ’nuff said.
You see, that is what infuriates me about all of these bastards who seemingly come clean,
Finkelstein, Shahak, Sack, Chomsky or this British bastard Shawcross. When push comes to shove,
all of them stop short of saying:
„We were wrong. The history books lie. The way the world has been indoctrinated is untruthful.“

